
SUMMARY REPORT



SEASON OF GIVING 
In the fall of 2020, during the Covid-19 pandemic, we were faced with the challenge to make 

an impact on behalf of our retailers, demonstrate creativity and provide increased sales.

This was done with a pre-cursor campaign “Grateful Giving” in October and our holiday 

campaign “Season of Giving” from November 18 to December 18. Multiple media channels 

were employed with significant results.

Our audience for this campaign was primarily residents of downtown due to the decrease 

of downtown workers. We focused on social media and the use of influencers to amplify our 

message, our newsletter, website and earned media.

The premise of Season of Giving was a daily giveaway of $1000 in ECC gift cards for 31 

days (if a customer spent $25 at any retailer) and a $10,000 grand prize showcase with 

merchandise from ECC retailers.

The inclusion of The Mustard Seed as our charity partner provided excellent cross 

promotion and raised the profile of Edmonton City Centre as a leader in the downtown 

community.





Media coverage by  
Edmonton Journal,  
CTV Edmonton, 
630CHED, Curiocity  
Edmonton, St. Albert 
Today, Taproot  
Edmonton, YEGLocal,  
UrbaEdmonton

8268 
entries

average 
spend: +59%

$12,000 
 donated to  
The Mustard Seed
exceeded $10,000 target -  
$2000 donated by ECC customers  

Less than $25 41
$25-$35 432
$35-$55 379
$55-$100 442
More than $100 532
Grand Total 1826

 
Spend
range

 

Friend 98
Newsletter 268
Signage 473
Social Media 362
Store 425
Website 19
Other 7
Direct Mail 45
Grand Total 1697

How did you 
hear about this?



Newsletters  
opens 15,018 Subscribers

Instagram  
followers

By using multiple influencers 
as part of the strategy we 
saw exponential growth of 
our Instragram following and 
overall brand awareness in the 
Edmonton community.

Instagram  
Campaign  
Audience 621,000

ECC  
website  

page views
Campaign saw 

8309 site visits to 
add momentum to 

growing downtown 
audience


